
ACTION TECHNOLOGY IND.E COMERCIO DE ELETROELETRONICA

ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN User’s manual

This manual gives the specification of ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN (4-channel analog output).

For detailed description of operation, wiring, installation and programming, please refer to

ATPA8/ATPAX3Hardware manual and Programming manual. This manual should be read

before attempting to install or use the unit.

1. Outline
This chapter outlines the ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN (referred to as the 4EDA-ADP).

1.1 Outline of functions

The ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN is an analog special adapter. Which is connectable with the

ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC to output the voltage/current data for up to 4 channels.

1) Up to 4 4EDA-ADP units can be connected to the ATPA8, ATPAX3 series PLC.

2) Either “voltage output’ or “current output” can be specified for each channel.

3) D/A conversion data of each channel can be automatically written into special data register

of ATPA8, ATPAX3 Series PLC.

*1The expansion board is not required when connecting with ATPA8 series PLC.

1.2 External dimensions, parts name and terminal layout

[1] DIN rail mounting groove (DIN rail: DIN46277)

[2] Name plate

[3] Special adapter slide lock:

Used to connect additional special adapters onto the left side of this special adapter.

[4] Special adapter connector cover:

Remove this cover to connect additional special adapters to the left side.

[5] Direct mounting hole: 2 holes of φ4.5 (0.18") (mounting screw: M4 screw)

[6] POWER LED (green):

Lit while 24V DC power is supplied properly to terminals '24+' and '24-'.

[7] Terminal block (European type):

Connect the analog voltage/current signal, and 24V DC power supply.

[8] Special adapter connector:

Used to connect this special adapter to PLC main unit or special adapter.

[9] DIN rail mounting hook

[10] Special adapter fixing hook

[11] Special adapter connector:

Used to connect communication or analog special adapters to the left side of the 4EDA-ADP.

2. Specifications
This section describes the general/ power/ performance specification of 4EDA-ADP.

2.1 General specifications

Item Specification

Ambient 0 to 55 °C (32 to 131 °F) when operating

temperature -25 to 75 °C (-13 to 167 °F) when stored

Relative 5 to 95 %RH (no condensation) when operating

humidity

Vibration Frequency Acceleration Half 10 times of

resistance*4 (Hz) (m/s2) amplitude testing in each
(mm) direction (X-, Y-,

DIN rail 10 to 57 -- 0.035 and Z-axis

mounting 57 to 150 4.9 -- directions)

Direct 10 to 57 -- 0.075 (Total: 80 min,

mounting*1 57 to 150 9.8 -- each)

Shock 147 m/s2Acceleration, Action time: 11 ms, 3 times by half-sine pulse in each

resistance*4 direction X, Y, and Z

Noise Using noise simulator of:
resistance Noise voltage: 1,000 Vp-p / Noise width: 1μs / Rise: 1 ns / Cycle: 30 to 100

Hz

Dielectric 500 V AC, for 1 min Between all terminals and ground

withstand terminal

voltage

Insulation 5 MΩ or more using 500 V DC

resistance insulation resistance meter

Grounding Class D grounding (grounding resistance: 100 Ω or less)

<Common grounding with a heavy electrical system is not allowed.>*2

Working Free from corrosive or flammable gas and excessive conductive dust

atmosphere

Working < 2000 m *3
altitude

*1 The direct mounting method cannot be used with .

*2

*3. If the pressure is higher than the atmospheric pressure, do not use the 4EDA; 4EDA 

may malfunction.

*4. The criterion is shown in IEC61131-2.

2.2 Power specifications

Item Specification

A/D conversion 24VDC +20%, -15%, 40mA

circuit drive Connect a 24V DC power supply to the terminal block.

power

Interface 5V DC, 15mA

driving 5V DC power is supplied from the internal power supply of main unit.

power

2.3 Performance specification

Item Specification

Voltage output Current output

Analog input 0 to 10V DC 4 to 20mA DC

range (External load: 5 k Ω to 1 M Ω) (External load: 500 Ω or less)

Digital output 12 bits, binary

Resolution 2.5mV (10V/4000) 4µA (16mA/4000)

Total accuracy •±0.5% (±50mV) for full •±0.5% (±80µA) for full scale

scale of 10V (when ambient of 16mA (when ambient

temperature is 25°C±5°C) temperature is 25°C±5°C)

•±1.0% (±100mV) for full •±1.0% (±160µA) for full

scale of 10V (when ambient scale of 16mA (when

temperature is 0°C to 55°C) ambient temperature is 0°C

If the external load resistance (Rs) to 55°C)

is less than 5 k Ω, the value

calculated from the following

formula will be added:

(Addition will be 100 mV per 1%.)

for 10 V full scale.
D/A conversion ATPA8/ATPAX3Series PLC: 200 µs

time (The data will be updated at every scan time of the PLC.)

Output

characteristics

Insulation • The photocoupler is adopted to insulate the analog output area from the

method PLC.

• The DC-DC converter is adopted to insulate the power supply line from

the analog output area.

• Channels are not insulated from each other
Occupied 0 point (This number is not related to the maximum number of input/output

points points of the PLC.)

3. Wiring
This section describes the wiring for 4EDA-ADP.

Observe the following caution to wire the 4EDA-ADP.

WIRING

PRECAUTIONS

• Make sure to cut off all phases of the power supply externally before attempting 

installation or wiring work.

Failure to do so may cause electric shock or damage to the product.

WIRING

PRECAUTIONS

• Connect the DC power supply wiring to the dedicated terminals described in this 

manual. If an AC power supply is connected to a DC input/output terminal or DC power 

supply terminal, the PLC will burn out.

• Do not wire vacant terminals externally.

Doing so may damage the product.

• Perform class D grounding (grounding resistance: 100Ω or less) to the grounding 

terminal on the main unit.

Do not use common grounding with heavy electrical systems.

• When drilling screw holes or wiring, make sure cutting or wire debris does not enter the

ventilation slits.

Failure to do so may cause fire, equipment failures or malfunctions.

• Make sure to observe the following precautions in order to prevent malfunctions under

influence of noise:

- Do not bundle the power line or shield of the analog input/output cable together with or lay it

close to the main circuit, high-voltage line, or load line

Otherwise,  noise  disturbance  and/or  surge  induction  are  likely  to  take  place.  As  a

guideline, lay the control line at least 100mm (3.94") or more away from the main circuit,

high-voltage line, or load line.

- Ground the shield of the analog input/output cable at one point on the signal receiving side.

However, do not use common grounding with heavy electrical systems.

• Make sure to properly wire to the European terminal board in accordance with the following

precautions.

Failure to do so may cause electric shock, a short-circuit, wire breakage, or damage to 

the product.

- The disposal size of the cable end should be 9mm (0.35").

- Tightening torque should be between 0.22 and 0.25N•m.

- Twist the end of strand wire and make sure that there are no loose wires.

- Do not solder-plate the electric wire ends.

- Do not connect more than the specified number of wires or electric wires of unspecified size.

- Affix the electric wires so that neither the terminal block nor the connected parts are 

directly stressed.

3.1 Terminal layout

The terminals of the 4EDA-ADP are arranged as follows:

3.2 Power supply line

Connect the 24 V DC power supply line of the 4EDA-ADP to the 24+ and 24- terminals of 

the terminal block. 
3.2.1 To connect to ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC

1. To use an External power supply 2. To use the 24V DC power of the PLC

Caution regarding connection of the power supply line:

• Ground the "  " terminal to a class-D grounded power supply line (100Ω or less) 

together with the grounding terminal of the PLC main unit.

3. 2.2 To connect to the  Series PLC
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Cautions regarding connection of the power supply line: 
• For the 24 V DC power supply line, be sure to use the same power as the  Series PLC.

• Ground the "  " terminal to a class-D grounded power supply line (100Ω or less) 
together with the grounding terminal of the PLC main unit.

3.3 Analog output line

For analog output, "voltage output" or "current output" can be selected for each channel.

• The grounding wire size should be AWG22 to 20 (0.3 to 0.5 mm2).

• The grounding point should be close to the PLC, and all grounding wires should be as 

short as possible.

4. Programming
This chapter describes how to create programs that can read analog data using 

the 4EDA-ADP.

4.1 Loading of D/A Conversion Data

1) The input digital data will be converted into analog data and then output to the terminals.

2) If data is stored in the special devices, the averaging time can be set, and the output mode

can be specified.

3) Special auxiliary relays (10 points) and special data registers (10 points)are 

assigned automatically starting from the adapter nearest to the main unit.

If the 4EDA-ADP is connected, special devices will be assigned automatically as shown in 

the following table:

♦ATPA8/ ATPAX3  series PLC

Special devices list R: Read / W: Write

Speci Device number Description Attribute

al 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

device

M8260 M8270 M8280 M8290 Switches the output mode of channel 1 R/W

M8261 M8271 M8281 M8291 Switches the output mode of channel 2 R/W

M8262 M8272 M8282 M8292 Switches the output mode of channel 3 R/W

M8263 M8273 M8283 M8293 Switches the output mode of channel 4 R/W

re
la

y

M8264 M8274 M8284 M8294 Sets the cancel of the channel-1 output R/W

holding function.

au
xi

lia
r

y

M8265 M8275 M8285 M8295 Sets the cancel of the channel-2 output R/W

holding function.

S
pe

ci
a

l

M8266 M8276 M8286 M8296 Sets the cancel of the channel-3 output R/W

holding function.

M8267 M8277 M8287 M8297 Sets the cancel of the channel-4output R/W

holding function.

M8268 M8278 M8288 M8298 Unused (Do not use.) -

~M826 ~M827 ~M828 ~M829

9 9 9 9

D8260 D8270 D8280 D8290 Channel-1 output setting data R/W

D8261 D8271 D8281 D8291 Channel-2output setting data R/W

re
gi

st
e

r

D8262 D8272 D8282 D8292 Channel-3 output setting data R/W

D8263 D8273 D8283 D8293 Channel-4 output setting data R/W

d
a

ta

D8264 D8274 D8284 D8294 Unused (Do not use.) -

S
pe

ci
al ~ ~ ~ ~

D8267 D8277 D8287 D8297

4.3 Output Setting Data

The 4EDA-ADP performs D/A conversion on the output setting data (digital data) into 

analog data, and outputs the analog data.

Use the special data registers shown in the following table for the output setting data::

ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC

Special data register Description

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

D8260 D8270 D8280 D8290 Channel-1 output setting data

D8261 D8271 D8281 D8291 Channel-2 output setting data

D8262 D8272 D8282 D8292 Channel-3 output setting data

D8263 D8273 D8283 D8293 Channel-4 output setting data

2. Program Example (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC)

1) To switch the channel output 2) To switch the output mode of
mode of channel 1 of the 1st channel 2 of the 1st analog
analog special adapter to the special adapter to the current
voltage output mode: output mode:

Using the indicator or the sequence program, input the digital data to be subject to D/A

conversion (to be output as analog data) in D100 and D101.

4.4 Output Holding Function Cancellation Setting

This setting can hold the analog data output or to output the offset data (0V for voltage output

mode, 4mA for current output mode) when the PLC stops.

To cancel or set the output holding function, use the following special auxiliary relays:

Special auxiliary relay Description

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

M8264 M8274 M8284 M8294 Cancel output holding function OFF: Holds the

setting for channel 1 analog data output

just before stop ofM8265 M8275 M8285 M8295 Cancel output holding function

setting for channel 2 the PLC.

ON : Outputs theM8266 M8276 M8286 M8296 Cancel output holding function

setting for channel 3 offset data at stop of

the PLC.M8267 M8277 M8287 M8297 Cancel output holding function

setting for channel 4

1. Program Example (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC)

To set or cancel the output holding function for a channel, create a sequence program as

follows:

Bit Description Bit Description

b0 Channel-1 output data setting error b5 Unused

b1 Channel-2 output data setting error b6 4EDA-ADP hardware error (Power

supply error included)

b2 Channel-3 output data setting error b7 Unused

b3 Channel-4 output data setting error b8~b15 Unused

b4 EEPROM error - -

1. Program Example 1 (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC)

Channel-1 output data setting

error in 3rd adapter.

Channel-2 output data setting

error in 3rd adapter.

Channel-3 output data setting

error in 3rd adapter. Channel-

4 output data setting error in 

3rd adapter.

EEPROM error in the 

3rd adapter.

4.6 Model Code

When the 4EDA-ADP is connected, model code "2" is stored in the corresponding special 

data register.

The following table shows the special data registers that store the model code:

♦ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC

Special data register Description

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

D8269 D8279 D8289 D8299 Model code

Use the special data registers above to check whether 4EDA-ADP is connected or not.

1. Program example 1 (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC)

Checks the 

model code of 

the 1st analog 

special adapter

4.7 Basic program example

V□+, I□+, ch□ represents the channel number.

*1. Use the 2-core shielded twisted pair cable for the analog output lines, and separate the

analog output lines from other power lines or inductive lines.

D8268 D8278 D8288 D8298 Error status R/W

D8269 D8279 D8289 D8299 Model code = 2 R

4.2 Switching of output Mode

Turn the special auxiliary relay on/off to switch the output mode of 4EDA-ADP between 

the current output mode and the voltage output mode.

To switch the output mode, use the following special auxiliary relays:

ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC
Special auxiliary relay Description

1) To set the output 

holding function for channel

1 of the 1st analog special 

adapter:

4.5 Error Status

2) To cancel the output holding 

function for channel 2 of the 1st

analog special adapter:

Create the following basic program example to output D/A converted analog data.

♦For ATPA8/ ATPAX3  series PLC

The following program will set channel 1 of the 3rd adapter to the voltage output mode 

and channel 2 to current output mode, and will set digital data in D100 and D101 for D/A 

conversion.

Sets the channel 1 to the voltage

output mode (0 V to 10 V).

*2. For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC, the 24 V DC service power supply is also available.

*3. Ground the shielded wire at one point on the signal receiving side.

3.4 Grounding

Grounding should be performed as stated below.

• Perform class D grounding. The grounding resistance should be 100Ω or less.

• Independent grounding should be performed for best results.

When independent grounding is not performed, perform "shared grounding" as shown in the

following figure.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

M8260 M8270 M8280 M8290 Switches the output mode of channel 1 OFF: Voltage

outputM8261 M8271 M8281 M8291 Switches the output mode of channel 2

ON :CurrentM8262 M8272 M8282 M8292 Switches the output mode of channel 3

M8263 M8273 M8283 M8293 Switches the output mode of channel 4 output

1 Program Example (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC)

To switch the output mode of a channel, create a sequence program as follows:

1) To switch the channel output 2) To switch the output mode of
mode of channel 1 of the 1st channel 2 of the 1st analog
analog special adapter to the special adapter to the current
voltage output mode: output mode:

If an error is detected on 4EDA-ADP, the error status data will be stored in the 

corresponding special data register.

The following table shows the special data registers that store the error status data:

♦ATPA8/ ATPAX3 series PLC

Special data register Description

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

D8268 D8278 D8288 D8298 Stores the error status data

Check the ON/OFF status of each bit of the error status data register to check the description

of the error. Errors are assigned to the bits as shown in the following table. Create a program

to detect errors.

Sets the output holding 

function for channel 1.

Sets the channel 2 to the 

current output mode (4 mA to 20

mA). Cancels the output holding

function for channel 2.

Performs D/A conversion with the

digital data stored in D100 for 

channel 1.

Performs D/A conversion with the

digital data stored in D101 for

channel 2.

Using the indicator or the sequence program, input the digital data to be subject to D/A

conversion (to be output as analog data) in D100 and D101.
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5. Changing of output characteristics
Use the scaling instruction (SCL/FNC259) for the ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC to 

change the output characteristics.

5.1 Example: Changing of voltage output characteristics
This section describes an example of a program that can change the digital value range from

400 to 2000 (when analog output range is 1 to 5 V) to 0 to 10000.

A specified digital value is inputted into D100.

1. Output characteristics

Voltage output characteristics Digital value characteristics to be

(product specifications) changed

2. Program example 1 (For ATPA8/ ATPAX3 Series PLC)

♦ For example, create the following program to change the digital output of the 1st 

analog special adapter.

6. Troubleshooting
This section describes the troubleshooting methods and error status.

If analog data is not output, or if the proper analog value is not output, check the 

following items:

• Version number of PLC

• Wiring

• Special devices

• Programs

• Error status

6.1 PLC Version number check
• Any versions (from Ver. 2.20 (initial version) to the latest version) of the ATPA8/ ATPAX3 

Series are compatible.

• Any versions (from Ver. 1.20 (initial version) to the latest version) of the  Series are 

compatible

6.2 Wiring Check
1. Power

The 4EDA-ADP needs driving power. Verify that the power supply line is properly 

connected. Also check that the POWER indicator lamp of the 4EDA-ADP is on.

2. Analog output line

Use the 2-core twisted shielded pair cable for the analog output line. In addition, be sure to

separate the analog output line from other power lines or inductive lines.

6.3 Special device check
Check whether the special devices for the 4EDA-ADP are being used 

correctly: 1. Output mode switching

Verify that the special device for switching the output mode is correctly set.

Turn off the device to set the output mode to the voltage output mode. Turn on the device to

set the output mode to the current output mode.

2. Output setting data

Check that the special device of the selected channel is correctly selected. This special

device should be selected depending on the connected position and the channel.

3. Error status

Check that no error is detected in the 4EDA-ADP.

If an error is detected, check the details of the error, and then check the wiring and programs.

6.4 Program Check
Check the following items for the program:

1. Device for setting specified digital value

Check that different values are not written to this device using other programs.

6.5 Error Status Check
If an error occurs in the 4EDA-ADP, the corresponding bit will turn on.

b0 Channel-1 output data setting error b5 Unused

b1 Channel-2 output data setting error b6 4EDA-ADP hardware error (Power

supply error included)

b2 Channel-3 output data setting error b7 Unused

b3 Channel-4 output data setting error b8~b15 Unused

b4 EEPROM error - -

1. Output data setting error (b0 to b3)

1) Description of error

The specified digital value is outside the specified range.

Analog data will not be correctly output.

2) Remedy

Check that the specified digital value is within the specified range.

2. EEPROM error (b4)

1) Description of error

The adjustment data set in the EEPROM before delivery from our factory cannot be read out

properly or is destroyed.

2) Remedy

Please contact ACTION TECHNOLOGY Corporation.

3. 4EDA-ADP hardware error (b6)

1) Description of error

The 4EDA-ADP is not operating properly.

2) Remedy

Check that the 24 V DC power is properly supplied to the 4EDA-ADP. Also check that 

the 4EDA-ADP is correctly connected to the PLC.

If the problem cannot be solved even after the above check, please contact 

ACTION TECHNOLOGY Corporation.

Safety Precautions
♦ If any doubt at any stage during the installation of ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN, always consult a

professional electrical engineer who is qualified and trained to local and national standards. 

If in doubt about the operation and use of the ATPA8-4EDA-ADP-HN, please consult the 

nearest ACTION TECHNOLOGY distributor.

♦ All the examples and diagrams shown in this manual are intended only as an aid to 

understanding the text, not to guarantee the operation. ACTION TECHNOLOGY 

Corporation will accept no responsibility for the actual use of the product based on 

these illustrative examples.

♦ This manual confers no industrial property rights or any rights of any other kind, nor does 

it confer any patent licenses. ACTION TECHNOLOGY Corporation cannot be held 

responsible for any problems involving industrial property rights which may occur as a result

of using the contents noted in this manual.

♦ Under no circumstances will ACTION TECHNOLOGY Corporation be liable or responsible for any 

consequential damage that may arise as a result of the installation and use of this equipment.
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